
List of approved projects 

 

Estonia 

 

1. Nadežda Giritš (freelance journalist). “Pärnu Elegy (58 min)”. A documentary film 
about David Samoylov, known as one of the most notable representatives of the War 
generation of Russian poets, in celebration of his 100 years anniversary.  

2. Novaya Gazeta — Baltics. “Video explainers”. A series of short videos for young 
readers on investigations, controversial reforms, important economic trends and 
political changes. 

3. Kultuuritahvel MTÜ. “Publishing the newspaper Vestnik Tartu”. Project aims to 
continue publishing and improvement of Vestnik Tartu newspaper. 

4. MK Estonia newspaper. “New Faces of Estonia”. A series of web stories about people 
who have recently come to Estonia and have problems with integration or defending 
their rights. 

5. IDA Radio. “Involving Russian speaking community in Estonia on IDA Radio”. A 
series of regular radio shows with Russian speaking music and culture community 
representatives. 

6. Põhjaranniku Kirjastus. “They make the future”. A series of articles highlighting 
outstanding people in Ida-Virumaa county and the city of Narva. 

7. Prospekt-Media. “School of the future”. A series of articles on the most urgent 
challenges of modern education in Estonia. 

8. NGO Estonian Institute. “40 stories about Estonian culture”. A series of web stories 
on Estonian culture and cultural events aiming to integrate Russian speaking people 
into society through the culture. 

 

Latvia 

1. DELFI. “DELFI Longreads”. A series of multimedia stories focused on wide local 
Russian speaking audience and covering out-of-sight topics. 

2. KURZEMES VĀRDS. “Keep Liepaja multiculturally strong”. A series of multimedia 
stories to provide local, national and international objective information to the Russian 
speaking community of Liepaja town. 

3. Rīgas Laiks. “Content development of the Russian language quarterly “Rīgas 
Laiks””. A series of articles based on the interviews held in Russia, the USA, and the 
UK. 

4. Society Damedia. “Chayka.lv. Young Latgale. New Look.”. A series of interviews and 
video material aiming to widen the audience within younger generation. 

5. LETA. “LETA+ RUS”. Development of quality analytical content in Russian language, 
free for republishing by all media of Latvia, with a special focus on the controversial 
administrative territorial reform in Latvia. 



6. Vides Filmu studija. “Translation, subtitling and release of historical documentary 
TV series "Atslēgas" in Russian language”. The project aims to subtitle in the series 
“Atslēgas” (“The Keys”) - the most comprehensive documentary series about the last 
100 years of Latvian history. 

7. Association "Ascendum". “Bilingual "Satori" summer magazine "I despise school".  
A series of articles on youth education explains the ongoing events and take a look at 
the education system reforms. 

8. "Latvijas Radio”. “Living on the edge - radio journey across the Russian border”. A 
series of live radio broadcasts on the journalistic trip to Pskov and Kaliningrad, covering 
the economy and human development topics, existing biases,  perception of Russia-
Latvia relationship. 

9.  “TV NET”. “Suitcase. Station. Russia – 2”. A series of articles based on the journalistic 
trip to Russia and interviews with Latvians who permanently reside in the Russian 
Federation. 

10. Society R Media. “R Media. Women in sport in Latgale”. A series of multimedia 
stories of women who participate in sports that are in a patriarchal society considered 
to be male-only.  

11. "Cits medijs". “Hyper-local news portal about Riga's neighborhoods”. A series of 
articles and multimedia stories covering various issues in Riga city. 

 

Lithuania 

 

1. „Klaipėda atvirai“. ”atviraklaipeda.lt in Russian“. A series of publications and 
interviews for the Russian-speaking community of the port city of Klaipeda.  

2. “Radijo stotis Laluna". “Review of the Day”. Regular radio informational program on 
a short review of the daily news on the most relevant national and international issues.  

3. Denis Tarasenko (freelance journalist). “Unknown Lithuania”. A series of articles 
about less known places in Lithuania to help the Russian-speaking audience to discover 
the country. 

4. “Tango reklama”. "Info blocks". A series of weekly radio programs to discuss the 
stories about immigration and provide actual information for immigrants. 

5. DELFI. “The companions”. A series of multimedia stories told by random train 
passengers traveling between distinct regions of Lithuania numerously populated by 
ethnic communities (mainly Russian-speaking).  

6. Ramūnas Fetingis (freelance journalist). “My Dear Show”. A satirical-analytical show 
in Russian on the most important social and political affairs. 

7. Lithuanian Union of Journalists, Šiauliai branch. “TV project “The Promised Land“. 
A historical documentary film answers question of why Lithuania was called “The 
Promised Land” by the Scottish who tried to create relationships with Polish and 
Lithuanians. 



8.  “Radio Station Znad Wilii”. “There‘s no place like Home”. A series of weekly radio 
interviews in Polish with the noteworthy figures from show business, commerce, 
medicine, art and other sectors.   

9. Ian Gabiel Díaz Raudales (freelance journalist). “Within Lithuania”. A series of video 
documentaries on the least discussed stories and experiences taking place in the 
country as part of its unfolding nation-building process. 

10. Dokumedija. “Border communities”. A series of documentary audio podcasts in 
Russian about the life of unique communities of old believers and tuteishi in Lithuania. 

 

 

 


